Piezoresponse force microscopic study of ferroelectric (1−x)Pb(Sc1/2Nb1/2)O3−xPbTiO3 and Pb(Sc1/2Nb1/2)O3 single crystals J. Appl. Phys. 112, 052009 (2012) Piezoresponse force microscopy studies on the domain structures and local switching behavior of Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3-Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 single crystals J. Appl. Phys. 112, 052006 (2012) Antiferroelectric-like properties and enhanced polarization of Cu-doped K0.5Na0.5NbO3 piezoelectric ceramics Appl. Phys. Lett. 101, 082901 (2012) BiFeO 3 (BFO) is one of the most widely studied magneto-electric multiferroics. The magnetoelectric coupling in BiFeO 3 , which allows for the control of the ferroelectric and magnetic domain structures via applied electric fields, can be used to incorporate BiFeO 3 into novel spintronics devices and sensors. Before BiFeO 3 can be integrated into such devices, however, a better understanding of the dynamics of ferroelectric switching, particularly in the vicinity of extended defects, is needed. We use in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to investigate the response of ferroelectric domains within BiFeO 3 thin films to applied electric fields at high temporal and spatial resolution. This technique is well suited to imaging the observed intermediate ferroelectric switching regimes, which occur on a time-and length-scale that are too fine to study via conventional scanning-probe techniques. Additionally, the spatial resolution of transmission electron microscopy allows for the direct study of the dynamics of domain nucleation and propagation in the presence of structural defects. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Ferroelectrics are a key class of materials for a variety of applications ranging from piezoelectric sensors and actuators, to non-volatile random-access memories, to solar energy conversion. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Recently, much research has focused on a subgroup of ferroelectrics that also possess magnetic properties (so-called multiferroic materials), which provide researchers with additional functional properties. Although there has been considerable attention given to multiferroism in materials, such as BiFeO 3 (BFO), it is a very rich and complex system and much remains to be learned about the fundamental nature of domain dynamics in this (and other multiferroic and ferroelectric) systems. In particular, it is important to better understand the factors that control and allow for the deterministic manipulation of ferroelectric switching and, in turn, magnetic order in such materials. Thus, the study of the temporal response of ferroelectric domains to external fields in multiferroics is vitally important for implementation of these materials into a range of applications. An improved understanding of the coupling processes under electric fields in these materials can help to predict and mitigate failures, which will aid in the development and optimization of future devices. This paper describes a method of in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) that reveals the fundamental processes associated with domain switching in multiferroic devices based on BFO at short temporal and spatial scales.
A ferroelectric domain can be defined as a region in which electric polarization is aligned along one of the energetically favored orientations, separated from other regions by domain walls. 7 Depending on the sample size (or thickness in thin films), domains can range from a few tens of nanometers in width to as large as the device itself. 8 The speed of domain wall motion is limited by the speed of sound in the material 9 and thus the dynamics of domain wall motion can range from picoseconds to milliseconds. Understanding this motion is crucial to the development of future devices. In general, domain switching begins when an electric field is applied and nuclei of switched polarization form at surfaces or on domain walls. 10 A general description of the domain switching process can be described in three key steps: 8, 11 (a) reversed polarization nucleus formation, (b) growth of this nucleus parallel to the electric field direction, and then (c) lateral growth in the plane perpendicular to the electric field direction. Despite considerable work investigating domain switching in devices, limited dynamic imaging of this process has been completed. In situ techniques are ideally suited to investigating the validity of the different models of domain kinetics. The Kolmogorov-Avrami-Ishibashi (KAI) model is typically used to describe the kinetics of domain switching in both bulk and microscale ferroelectrics. The KAI model assumes the presence of random, independent nucleation sites from which, under an applied field, domains grow unhindered until the point of coalescence, whereupon these coalesced domains undergo lateral expansion as described in the third step above. As device geometries shrink into the nanoscale regime, it is found that the kinetics of ferroelectric switching in these smaller geometries can deviate from the KAI model. 12, 13 Taganstev et al. have developed a new model, the nucleation-limited-switching (NLS) model, which better fits the switching kinetics of thin-film devices and nanoscale ferroelectric capacitors.
14 Briefly, the NLS model divides a ferroelectric device into separate regions, referred to as "elementary regions," and in each region independent domain nucleation can occur. An elementary region is considered switched when a domain of reverse polarization is nucleated within that region. As a consequence, the NLS model effectively treats ferroelectric switching as nucleation-limited, hence the name of the model. The fact that the ratio of nucleation sites -defects, domain walls, electrode interfaces -to nuclei per unit volume increases with shrinking device geometries may be one qualitative reason for the applicability of the NLS model over the KAI model in nanoscale systems. Thus, it is important to directly observe domain nucleation and propagation in real device systems as in this paper.
A myriad of techniques have been used to study domain switching behavior in ferroelectric materials. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] One of the most notable techniques is piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM), which has given great insight into the nature of polarization switching in ferroelectric materials, including studies of nucleation at free surfaces 18 and in capacitor structures, 19 nucleation mechanisms, and domain wall dynamics. 20 Recent PFM experiments revealed the ability to directly observe domains in multiferroics and to control their switching behavior using electric fields. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Switching studies in PFM have focused mainly on imaging before and after switching and the details of the ferroelectric domain evolution during application of the field remains to be understood. This represents one of the limitations of PFM and other scanning-probe-based techniques in providing information on switching in these materials. Others limitations include (1) limited spatial resolution stemming from the fact that tip diameters are typically tens of nanometers in width, (2) slow scanning speed which makes direct measurement of kinetics difficult and renders probing processes at short time scales essentially impossible, and (3) near-surface sensitivity and information that arises from the fundamental nature of the scanning-probe process. It should be noted that recent advances in pulse train-based studies have improved the time resolution of scannedprobed-based studies, 28, 29 but many uncertainties remain about intermediate processes that occur during switching, domain nucleation mechanisms and propagation kinetics, and domain-defect interaction, and this information is essential to better quantify domain dynamics in ferroelectric and multiferroic materials.
To overcome such limitations in temporal resolution when studying domain dynamics, researchers have used time-resolved photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). In PEEM, excitation by polarized x-ray synchrotron radiation tuned to atomic absorption edges leads to the emission of secondary electrons at the sample surface, which are used to make an image of the sample. [30] [31] [32] [33] It has been demonstrated that PEEM is capable of probing domain dynamics at nanosecond time resolution and sub-micron spatial resolution. 32, 33 However, in general PEEM is unable to probe length scales less than 20-50 nm (Ref. 30) (although recent developments suggest that 10 nm spatial resolution is possible for some applications at the PEEM3 facility at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 30 ). Thus, the two most widely used techniques to probe domain switching have crucial limitations in spatial (PEEM and PFM) and temporal (PFM) resolution. It should be noted that scanning nonlinear dielectric microscopy (SNDM) is another probe-based technique which is sensitive to minute changes in the nonlinear dielectric constant induced by spontaneous polarization. The spatial resolution of the technique is comparable or better to that of PFM though the temporal resolution suffers because of the need to scan a probe as in PFM. 31 At the same time, there have been remarkable advances in electron microscopy that have direct implications for the study of these materials, especially in the field of in situ TEM. [24] [25] [26] [27] 34 In situ TEM is a strong candidate to investigate domain switching phenomena over a critical spatial and temporal range. For the sake of comparison to the aforementioned techniques, Figure 1 maps the temporal and spatial resolution limits of PFM and PEEM, together with various contemporary in situ TEM techniques. The asterisk next to "PFM" denotes an acknowledgement that the use of pulse trains is currently being studied to improve temporal resolution of the technique. 28, 29 It should also be noted that although Lorentz TEM and off-axis electron holography techniques [35] [36] [37] are useful tools for probing magnetization reversal in magnetic structures as a function of applied magnetic field, such techniques still have a number of major limitations. One issue is that the low-field objective lenses FIG. 1. Spatial and temporal resolution limits for techniques used to probe domain structures and dynamics. Note: this is not an all-inclusive list but compares methods discussed in this article. Asterisk denotes recent work on improving PFM spatial and temporal resolution. 38, 39 used for magnetic imaging have higher aberration coefficients than standard TEM lenses; thus, instead of a standard TEM's spatial resolution limit of less than 1 nm, the resolution limit in magnetic imaging is roughly 5-10 nm. 36 Using conventional lenses with in situ TEM has proven to be an effective method for understanding domain dynamics in ferroelectric materials, [24] [25] [26] [27] however, and this is the focus of this paper.
Until the advent of in situ TEM, it had not been possible to directly observe the motion of domain walls, including wall velocity and shape change, with high spatial and temporal resolution. There has existed a gap between experiment and simulation due to a lack of techniques to probe fine details at high enough temporal resolution, while the computational cost of simulations that incorporate large enough cell sizes to perform grain scale studies on domain wall propagation are often prohibitively costly or must forgo inclusion of atomistic details. 10 A step toward closing this gap is taken in this work by using a dynamic electron microscopy technique that spans multiple time scales while maintaining high spatial resolution. Such resolution is needed to observe microstructural features, such as line defects. It has long been known that these defects directly impact ferroelectric response because they can interact with domain walls. For example, dislocations can block domain wall motion and they can also serve as sites for domain switching nucleation. [38] [39] [40] The results described in this paper present a foundation for developing a fundamental understanding of the ferroelectric domain evolution under electrical bias. This work employs an in situ TEM method that has advantages over the aforementioned techniques in that the ability to view intermediate stages will allow us to move forward in our understanding of the evolution of domains in this new class of materials.
Initial in situ biasing tests have demonstrated that the method presented herein for studying ferroelectric domain switching in multiferroic BFO structures is realistic for accessing domain dynamics with improved temporal and spatial resolution over traditional techniques. The results are comparable with those produced by PFM, yet the superior temporal resolution of this in situ technique permits study of the intermediate behaviors involved in ferroelastic switching. For example, our recent publication introducing these results 42 shows that we observed behavior that loosely follows the aforementioned three key steps of domain switching behavior: (1) the nucleation of a reversed polarization domain, (2) domain propagation parallel to the electric field direction, and (3) lateral domain growth perpendicular to the electric field direction. In this paper, we explore the use of this technique to study specific aspects of switching mechanisms with high temporal and spatial resolution. The ability to access intermediate steps in the switching process with this technique allows for comparison to theoretical models.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Domain switching behavior was observed using in situ TEM. The experiments were performed using a biasing holder (Hummingbird Scientific TM , Lacey, WA) to probe the response of ferroelectric domains in BFO films and device structures. A DC bias was applied through a set of epitaxial in-plane electrodes, thereby enabling control of ferroelectric switching in the sample. Domain wall nucleation and movement were captured using digital streaming video at 30 Hz (0.033 s time resolution), at both low and high magnifications, and this information will be analyzed to measure domain kinetics and nucleation energies.
BiFeO 3 (BFO)/SrRuO 3 (SRO)/SrTiO 3 (STO) (001) heterostructures were prepared using pulsed-laser deposition. Because of the geometric limitations of the TEM, the structures to be studied by in situ TEM were engineered to emulate cross-sectional capacitor structures common to device applications. Specifically, the samples were prepared by growing an epitaxial layer of the electrode material SRO (generally 25-100 nm), followed by a lithography and precision ion-milling step to define the complex planar-electrode structure (Figure 2(a) ). A second growth run produced an epitaxial layer of BFO on top of the device structure which is omitted from Figure 2 for clarity. The structures consisted of 35-100 nm thick BFO films grown on substrates of STO (001) with planar SRO electrodes, permitting the application of in-plane electric fields. The distance between the SRO electrodes in this study is $4 lm but can be varied during the lithography process. Samples were grown such that the ferroelectric polarization of the BFO film is downward (towards the substrate) pointing, reducing the number of unique polarization vectors from eight to four (Figure 2(b) ). The number of unique ferroelastic domains remains four in this configuration.
The imaging under electrical biasing was performed in a plan-view geometry as illustrated in Figure 2 . The field of view during the TEM experiments was concentrated within the two "trenches" milled between the SRO electrodes ( Figure  2(c) ). In order to have a uniform electric field, the samples are thinned uniformly using a focused ion beam (FIB), ensuring a flat surface of BFO between the SRO planar electrodes. To ensure that the configuration of the sample was controlled, the samples are prepared using a combination of tripod polishing and FIB milling techniques. Care was taken during FIB milling to ensure minimal sample damage (it should be noted that the FIB milling occurred from the back (substrate side) of the sample which minimized damage to the BFO layer). During TEM experiments, the samples were biased, and simultaneously imaged using digital streaming video.
Our experimental setup is advantageous because it enables real-time monitoring of an entire device structure during in situ operation, and because ferroelectric switching is accomplished via the use of in-plane electrodes. In-plane electrodes eliminate the sample surface-probe tip barrier present in experiments using scanning probes to initiate ferroelectric switching. This eliminates ambiguities associated with tip shapes and non-linear electric fields away from the tip center. Additionally, in-plane electrodes eliminate the out-of-plane depolarizing fields generated at the film and bottom conductive layer interface. These depolarizing fields introduce an internal bias which strongly affects switching behavior, and such internal fields can be difficult to quantify. The large field of view permits the simultaneous observation of all ferroelectric domains within the volume of a device, and the real-time interaction of domains with other domains, nuclei and dislocations under bias. For the studies reported here, voltages between 45 and 100 V were applied between the electrodes, resulting in applied electric field strengths of approximately 115 and 250 kV cm À1 . The results of a few key biasing experiments are discussed in Sec. III.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To test the feasibility of repeated switching experiments in the TEM, static bright field images were first taken to determine the ability to see domains. A comparison is shown in Figure 3 , where Fig. 3(a) is a TEM image of the domains already examined by PFM (Fig. 3(b) ). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) both show stripe-like domains containing four ferroelectric variants, which represent the domain configuration that was studied in this work. These stripe domains are primarily separated by so-called 71 domain walls, which lie on {101} planes. 41 The domain walls are thus inclined 45 with respect to the [001] zone axis.
Processes such as heterogeneous domain nucleation from existing domain walls, relaxation behavior of individual domains, and defect-domain interactions were observed during in situ biasing experiments. These events are clearly seen in Figure 4 , which reveals the ability to view domain switching and defect-domain interactions in BFO, which is not possible with other characterization methods. The image sequence in Figure 4 highlights intermediate stage events, such as domain wall collisions (Fig. 4(b) , right-hand side of Fig. 4(c) , and the domains highlighted in purple and yellow in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)), domain wall-dislocation interactions (Fig. 4(b) , at the dislocation network on left of Fig. 4(c) , and in the domains nucleating on dislocations highlighted in red in Figs. 4(c) and 4(f)), nucleation (Fig. 4(b) , the domains nucleating at the top middle as well as on the dislocation network in Fig. 4(c) , and the nuclei highlighted in red in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)), relaxation (Figs. 4(d) and 4(g) and also note the absence of the nucleated and propagated domains in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)) that had not yet been observed or imaged by other methods. These results confirm that in situ TEM methods are useful for studying domain switching events and quantifying kinetic behavior as a function of microstructural features, such as dislocations, point defect clusters, and other domain walls. The way in which this behavior affects critical events, such as domain relaxation, is explored in great detail in Ref. 40 .
There is clear evidence of domains nucleating on the dislocation network formed at the junction between the electrode and the BFO trench in Figure 4 . However, the same figure also shows domains nucleating in an area with no visible extended defects. In light of the non-cooperative domain behavior seen in Figure 4 , one can infer that domain walldefect interactions beyond those directly visible are taking place. Specifically, domains may be nucleating at point defect clusters in the local vicinity. These initial experiments demonstrate the ability to see microstructural features (e.g., line defects) beyond domain walls is possible using in situ TEM. Despite the inability to see individual point defects, the imaging capabilities shown here provide a foundation for studies involving strain fields from any line defects that are present in the sample.
The newly nucleated domains shown in Figures 4(b) and 4(c) are grouped and divided into four different regions, as shown in Figure 5 (a). Region I is comprised of three individual nuclei, highlighted with blue overlay, which form on the electrode edge and within a network of dislocations present within that film-electrode interface. Region II also contains three nuclei, red overlay, though the largest element appears to be a cluster of coalesced nuclei. Region III includes two domains, green overlay, one of which is a small nucleus and the other a larger domain which nucleated and propagated off the domain wall of the nearby preexisting domain. Region IV is composed of a single, large domain, purple overlay, which has also nucleated and propagated off a preexisting domain wall. The projected domain area for each of the individual domains in all four regions was calculated using an edge finding algorithm to identify domain boundaries. Domain areas were calculated for each frame for which the voltage pulse is applied in the acquired in situ video. A plot of domain areas versus time, grouped by region, is shown in Figure 5(b) .
This plot reveals a few clear trends: First, all four regions experience a collective increase in domain area versus time for the first 300 ms of the applied voltage pulse. After this period, competition between neighboring domain regions, namely, domain region II versus regions III and IV, prohibits domains in region II from expanding further, and even causes domain contraction. Essentially, domains in region II are pinned between the expanding domains in regions III and IV. The nature of this competition is apparently dominated by electrostatic effects, as the domains can be seen to actively repulse one another when driven into interaction by the applied field. One explanation of this repulsion is that it is driven by the formation of head-to-head and tail-to-tail domain walls configurations between the various nucleated and propagated domains. These charged domain walls are temporarily supported by the applied electric field and the removal of the field corresponds with the collapse of these transient domain structures. Despite the interregion repulsive effects, some domains within a specified region are observed coalescing in the intermediate video growth is likely due to the effects of the dislocation network, which can lower the local coercive field of the BFO film, and domain coalescence which is visible in Figures 4(c) and 4(f) . Two of the three domains in this region coalesce into one larger domain, and it appears that each domain is pinned by a nearby dislocation, behavior which is consistent with theory.
The intermediate processes observed by this experimental technique qualitatively agree with the NLS model. Upon application of an electric field, many different nuclei are observed through the volume of the film. While these nucleation events occur on orders of magnitude smaller time scales than the temporal resolution of this in situ technique, the observed morphologies of these nuclei are indicative of their evolution. For example, while some of the nuclei are small and circular (in projection), for example, the domains in region I, and the two smaller domains in region II, the large domain in region II is clearly composed of many different nuclei that have coalesced into a single domain. During the duration of the applied pulse, further coalescence of nuclei is observed. The evolving coalescence is consistent with the broad ferroelectric switching times distribution suggested by the NLS model. Repulsion and other interactions prohibit any single reversed polarity domain from unrestrictedly expanding throughout the volume of the region observed, though certain types of intrinsic defects can act as nucleation sites. While the experimental evidence suggests the treatment of ferroelectric thin-film devices as ensemble regions, each exhibiting a broad range of switching times, further experimental work over different time scales and ranges is necessary to confirm the NLS model of ferroelectric switching in thin films. It is clear that while our early results presented in this paper favor neither model perfectly, the experimental technique we use serves as an excellent means of validating models of ferroelectric domain switching and will aid in future predictive materials development in the area of ferroelectric device applications.
The experiments presented in this paper are challenging on many fronts. One major area of difficulty is sample preparation. We have observed that FIB-only preparation could leave a large amorphous layer on the surface of the sample, preventing ultra-high resolution imaging. Using low accelerating voltage milling in the FIB and post-FIB low energy argon ion milling can minimize the thickness of this amorphous layer. A second challenge to be addressed in this work is the development of improved voltage control for in situ studies. As is common with any electrical biasing study of ferroelectrics, the infinite voltage ramp rate and lag-time have been shown to provide confusion and make it difficult to correlate distinct aspects of the nucleation and switching mechanism in the most optimal time-resolved manner. Improved electronics can alleviate this issue for future experiments. An improvement in the imaging speed of TEM cameras would be a major boon to these experiments, as well as to the entire field of in situ electron microscopy. An increase in temporal resolution brought on by faster than TV rate cameras would allow for improved imaging of domain propagation and help bridge the time resolution gap between standard in situ TEMs and other ultrafast techniques, such as the dynamic TEM (DTEM) technique, which is able to access nanosecond time scales with nanometer spatial resolution. 41, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A need exists to advance our fundamental understanding of the mechanisms by which defects, surfaces, and interfaces influence the properties and behavior of materials, including ferroelectrics and multiferroics. This need challenges us to develop an understanding of the surfaces and interfaces in magnetoelectrically coupled device architectures in electric fields. Meeting this challenge will require a quantitative multiscale approach that addresses microstructure dependence of electrically driven processes and will provide a foundation for predictive materials development. This paper presents a significant leap toward the development of a fundamental understanding of the microstructural mechanisms in electric field control of ferroelectric and multiferroic materials. This information can be compared to molecular dynamics and stochastic models to test and enhance accepted theories of nucleation and growth and enables us to understand how the presence of defects and localized compositional changes play a role in domain wall motion behavior during electric field control of future devices. The techniques and instrumentation presented in this paper can be extended to investigate the nanoscale properties of other important classes of materials, such as piezoelectrics, pyroelectrics, and ferroelastics. 
